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About us

Formed in 2014, Melbourne-based Affirm Press has come from 
nowhere to establish itself as one of Australia’s leading independent 
trade publishers. 

We publish a broad range of non-fiction books with a select and 
successful list of fiction. Our aim is to influence by delight, based on 
a strong belief that the books we read shape the people we want 
to be. We distinguish ourselves through author care, innovation, 
optimism and the most dynamic possible approach to finding a 
market for each of our books. 

Affirm Press is owner-operated and our success is based partly on 
the complementary strengths of owners Martin Hughes (Publishing 
Director) and Keiran Rogers (Sales Director), working with an 
incredible team that is always searching for new ways to connect 
authors, retailers and readers. 

We are supported by the energetic and expert Hachette Australia 
and New Zealand, and our titles are distributed by Alliance 
Distribution Services (ADS), the best in the business. We sell rights 
to overseas publishers, and audio and film producers, in partnership 
with DeFiore and Company (NYC) for adult titles and Rights People 
for our kids list.



Live Joyfully
170 ways to lift your spirits
By Patrick Lindsay

Small changes can transform our lives. Live 
Joyfully contains simple suggestions, supported 
by quotes of timeless wisdom, which give readers 
a chance to break out of their busy lives and lift 
their spirits.

Patrick Lindsay is one of Australia’s leading 
broadcasters and non-fiction authors. He 
spent more than 25 years as a journalist and TV 
presenter before he began writing full-time in 
2001. 

Mind, Body and Spirit
Publication Date: 
31 December 2019

RRP: $16.99

ISBN: 9781925972221

Hardback: 176 pages 
170 x 120

Rights: ANZ

Mind, Body and Spirit
Publication Date: 
31 December 2019

RRP: $16.99

ISBN: 9781925972238

Hardback: 176 pages 
170 x 120

Rights: ANZ

Gift
Publication Date: 
31 December 2019

RRP: $14.99

ISBN: 9781925870640

Paperback: 144 pages 
180 x 110

Rights: World

101 Things to Do When the 

Wi-Fi is Down

A family survival guide
By Ruby Ashby-Orr, illustrated by Kenny Pittock

Dear God, the wi-fi is DOWN!!!

Don’t panic; we’ve got you covered. This handy, 
illustrated and fully analog guide will keep you 
entertained until your signal returns. Find out 
how to build a fort out of cardboard boxes, 
communicate with other humans using only 
sounds, and invent a whole meal using what’s in 
your fridge. It turns out the options are limitless, 
even when your data isn’t.

101 Things to Do When the Wi-Fi is Down is the 
most fun you’ll have this summer, no batteries 
required.

Be Your Best Self
170 ways to be the best you can
By Patrick Lindsay

This book gives us a chance to put our lives on 
pause and to reflect – about where we’ve come 
from and where we’re headed. It shows that 
it’s never too late to live the life we’ve always 
wanted or to be the person we’ve always wanted 
to be.



Thriller
Publication Date: 
31 December 2019

RRP: $16.99

ISBN: 9781925972252

Paperback: 384 pages 
198 x 128

Rights: ANZ

Eight Lives
By Susan Hurley

A brilliant young doctor is dead … and someone 
has to take the blame.

Former refugee David Tran becomes the Golden 
Boy of Australian medical research and invents 
a drug that could transform immunology. Eight 
volunteers are recruited for the first human 
trial, a crucial step on the path to global fame 
for David and windfall gains for his investors. 
But when David dies in baffling circumstances, 
motives are put under the microscope.

With its origins in a real-life drug trial that 
ended in tragedy, Eight Lives is told from the 
perspectives of David’s friends, family and 
business associates, who all played a role in his 
downfall.

A smart, sophisticated thriller that explores 
power, class and prejudice, Eight Lives will keep 

you engrossed until the last page.

‘A powerful story … and the ending has a 
kick in the tail.’
- The Herald Sun

‘Gripping storytelling.’

- Australian Women’s Weekly

Fiction
Publication Date: 
28 January 2020

RRP: $26.99

ISBN: 9781925972276

Paperback: 288 pages 
210 x 135

Rights: World

Shirl
By Wayne Marshall

A lonely yowie emerges from the bush to attend 
the Desperate and Dateless Ball. Mysterious 
creatures descend from the sky to place a ban on 
footy. A shark named Bruce turns up in the local 
swimming pool. A fisherman enjoying a boys’ 
weekend on the Murray River finds perspective 
where he least expects it.

In Shirl, Wayne Marshall takes a range of what-if 
scenarios to their fabulist and comedic extremes. 

Superbly inventive and powerful, these fourteen 
stories skewer contemporary Australian society – 
particularly the crisis of masculinity and national 
identity – in insightful and yet hilarious ways, 
blurring the line between fantasy and reality. 

Slightly warped and darkly comic, this astounding 
collection will make you rethink what it means to 
be Australian.

‘A stunning collection, wildly imaginative 
and outrageously theatrical, underscored 
by a quiet tenderness and truth.’
- Wayne Macauley, bestselling author of Simpson 
Returns

NEW
EDITION



Modern Mending
Minimise waste and maximise style
By Erin Lewis-Fitzgerald

Bring new life to your old clothes and fabrics with 
this fun, easy-to-follow guide to modern mending.

Australia sends millions of tonnes of clothing to 
landfill each year and our clothing consumption 
is among the highest in the world. But mending is 
trending and it’s never been easier to repair and 
reinvent your favourite clothes.

Inspired by the global slow fashion 
movement, Erin Lewis-Fitzgerald has created 
a comprehensive guide to mending your 
own clothes that combines creativity and 
sustainability. She demystifies mending and 
shares step-by-step instructions for a range of 
techniques, including stitching, darning, patching, 
needle felting and machine darning.

So next time you tear your favourite jeans or 
find a hole in your jumper, think twice before 
throwing them away. With Modern Mending, 
you’ll gain the skills and confidence needed to 
rebel against fast fashion and save the planet. 

‘A fun, practical guide for anyone 
wanting to reduce fashion waste.’
- Erin Rhoads, author of Waste Not 

Craft
Publication Date: 
11 February 2020

RRP: $35.00

ISBN: 9781925972290

Hardback: 192 pages 
228 x 175

Rights: World

Memoir
Publication Date: 
11 February 2020

RRP: $32.99

ISBN: 9781925972306

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

Snakes and Ladders
The dark truth of Australia’s justice 
system through the eyes of a woman 
sent to prison twice for the same crime.
By Angela Williams 

It was no surprise that Angela Williams went 
to jail. A traumatic, violent upbringing saw to 
that. But after serving a short sentence for theft 
as a teenager, she worked hard to break the 
cycle. Thirteen years later Angela was studying, 
teaching, providing a stable home for her son, 
and finally feeling like she’d got her life together. 
Then she got hit by a postie bike. Police realised 
that Angela still had ten months to go on the 
prison sentence she’d thought was in her distant 
past.

However, Angela was a different prisoner the 
second time around: no longer a scared, damaged 
nineteen-year-old, she knew how to speak up for 
herself and her fellow prisoners against a system 
of power, privilege and cruelty that controls the 
lives of Australia’s most vulnerable women and 
offers little hope for redemption.

With unwavering courage, intelligence and 
humour, Snakes and Ladders reveals an 
astonishing true story of falling through the 
cracks, and what it takes to climb back out again.

‘Devastating and brilliant. Williams is 
a tremendous writer, her insight into 
power and punishment is brave, honest 
and revealing.’
- Anna Krein, author of Night Games



My Lucky Stroke
How I lost my identity and rebuilt 
myself from scratch
By Sarah Brooker

A double-pronged freak accident hijacks your 
brain and robs you of all memory. How do you 
find yourself again? Or do you choose to become 
someone entirely new?

Sarah Brooker was an ambitious young woman 
studying to be a neuroscientist. She had the 
world at her feet. Then an almost unbelievable 
series of events changed everything: an aneurysm 
in Sarah’s brain burst at the exact moment she 
was in a devastating car accident. Several weeks 
later Sarah woke from a coma, with no idea who 
or where she was. But thanks to an extraordinary 
quirk of the brain, Sarah could remember 
neuroscience. In fact, when doctors came to visit 
her during the many weeks she spent in hospital, 
Sarah assumed they were consulting her as the 
brain expert, not attending to her as a patient.

While her loved ones waited for the ‘old Sarah’ 
to emerge, she herself began exploring the 
world anew. Like a newborn, full of wonder and 
curiosity, she learned how to speak, how to walk, 
and how to touch and feel as if for the first time. 
Sarah was given the chance to start again and 
what she achieved in the years following her 
accident will astound you. In a way, the aneurysm 
was the luckiest thing that could have happened 
to her.

My Lucky Stroke is an extraordinary memoir, full 
of life and insight, humour and drama – a story 
about rebuilding a life from square one that you 
won’t easily forget.

Memoir
Publication Date: 
25 February 2020

RRP: $29.99

ISBN: 9781925972498

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

Memoir
Publication Date: 
31 March 2020

RRP: $32.99

ISBN: 9781925972665

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

In 1955, in a village in Greece that was marred 
by war and poverty, Giannoula and Fotios 
Panagiotopoulos dreamed of providing a better 
life for their children. Australia, it was rumoured, 
was a land of opportunity where hard work 
brought reward. Leaving behind family and 
friends, they set off to make a new home on the 
other side of the world. 

Half a lifetime later, under the shade of a fig 
tree and in the dappled Melbourne sunlight, 
Giannoula regales her youngest daughter, 
Olympia, with stories of her homeland and 
journey. 

An evocative exploration of the ties that bind, 
Beneath the Fig Leaves weaves an irresistible 
tapestry of family, food and history to stir the 
heart and senses.

Beneath the Fig Leaves
A memoir of food, family and Greece
By Olympia Panagiotopoulos

‘[Sarah’s story] quite 
frankly boggled my mind... 
extraordinary!’
- Richard Fidler, host of the #1 
radio show, Conversations



Stay Strong
Find your peace
By Audrey Dean

Not one of us can outrun life’s most painful 
feelings. With sage words and a pinch of out-of-
the-box thinking, Audrey Dean is here to help you 
reframe your emotional experience and conquer 
your lowest lows. Pain is unavoidable, but it’s a 
reminder that you’re living fully. 

This books celebrates all that it means to stay 
strong – even, or maybe especially, through those 
ugly, messy bits that make us all so spectacularly 
human. Full of warmth, candour and hard-hitting 
truths, Stay Strong is your cheerleader when you 
find yourself in life’s emotional trenches.

Mind, Body and Spirit
Publication Date: 
31 March 2020

RRP: $29.99

ISBN: 9781925972580

Hardback: 192 pages 
208 x 150

Rights: World

Historical Fiction
Publication Date: 
31 March 2020

RRP: $29.99

ISBN: 9781925972672

Paperback: 384 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

The Bee and the Orange Tree
By Melissa Ashley

It’s 1699 and the salons of Paris are bursting 
with the creative energy of fierce, independent-
minded women. But outside those doors, the 
patriarchal forces of Louis XIV and the Catholic 
Church are moving to curb their freedoms. In 
this battle for equality, Baroness Marie Catherine 
D’Aulnoy invents a powerful weapon: ‘fairy tales’.

Melissa Ashley, author of The Birdman’s Wife, 
restores anther remarkable, little-known woman 
to her rightful place in history. She has crafted a 
beautifully lyrical and deeply absorbing portrait 
of a time, a place, and the subversive power of 
the imagination. A stunning paperback edition 
follows the sell-out success of the hardback.

NEW
EDITION

Historical Fiction
Publication Date: 
31 March 2020

RRP: $32.99

ISBN: 9781925972597

Paperback: 384 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World, excluding 
US, UK, Netherlands, Italy, 
Germany, Korea

The Dictionary of Lost Words
By Pip Williams 

In 1901, the word ‘Bondmaid’ was discovered 
missing from the Oxford English Dictionary. This is 
the story of the girl who stole it.

Esme is born into a world of words. Motherless and 
irrepressibly curious, she spends her childhood in 
the ‘Scriptorium’, a garden shed in Oxford where 
her father and a team of dedicated lexicographers 
are collecting words for the very first Oxford 
English Dictionary. Esme’s place is beneath the 
sorting table, unseen and unheard. One day a slip 
of paper containing the word ‘bondmaid’ flutters 
to the floor. Esme rescues the slip and stashes it 
in an old wooden case that belongs to her friend, 
Lizzie, a young servant in the big house. Esme 
begins to collect other words from the Scriptorium 
that are misplaced, discarded or have been 
neglected by the dictionary men. They help her 
make sense of the world.

Over time, Esme realises that some words are 
considered more important than others, and 
that words and meanings relating to women’s 
experiences often go unrecorded. While she 
dedicates her life to the Oxford English Dictionary, 
secretly, she begins to collect words for another 
dictionary: The Dictionary of Lost Words.

Set when the women’s suffrage movement was 
at its height and the Great War loomed, The 
Dictionary of Lost Words reveals a lost narrative, 
hidden between the lines of a history written by 
men. It’s a delightful, lyrical and deeply thought-
provoking celebration of words, and the power of 
language to shape the world and our experience 
of it.

STANDOUT 
FICTION



The Things She Owned
By Katherine Tamiko Arguile

Years after the death of her cruel and 
complicated mother, Erika’s house is still full 
of the things Michiko owned: an onigiri basket, 
a Wedgewood tea set, a knotted ring from 
Okinawa. In defiance of Japanese tradition, she 
has also kept the urn containing Michiko’s ashes, 
refusing to put her memory to rest. But news 
of a visit from her Japanese cousin soon shakes 
the foundations of Erika’s ordered existence and 
forces her to confront her grief. 

While Erika’s facade begins to crack, slowly, each 
of her mother’s possessions reveals a story from 
Michiko’s troubled youth amid the upheaval of 
World War II Tokyo. As the two women’s lives 
progress and entwine, Erika is drawn to the island 
of Okinawa, the homeland of her grandmother. 
It’s a place of magic and mysticism, where the 
secrets that bind them all are hidden.

Beautiful and mysterious, The Things She Owned 
explores the complexity of lives lived between 
cultures, and the weight of cross-generational 
trauma. At its heart it’s the story of a mother and 
daughter on the tortuous path to forgiveness.

Fiction
Publication Date: 
28 April 2020

RRP: $29.99 

ISBN: 9781925972610

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

Crime/Thriller
Publication Date: 
28 April 2020

RRP: $16.99

ISBN: 9781925972757

Paperback: 384 pages 
198 x 128

Rights: World excluding 
North America, Slovak 
Republic, France, Norway, 
Germany

The Wife and the Widow
By Christian White

Set against the backdrop of an eerie island town 
in the dead of winter, The Wife and the Widow 
is a mystery/thriller told from two perspectives: 
Kate, a widow whose grief is compounded 
by what she learns about her dead husband’s 
secret life; and Abby, an island local whose 
world is turned upside down when she’s forced 
to confront the evidence that her husband is 
a murderer. But nothing on this island is quite 
as it seems, and only when these women come 
together can they discover the whole story about 
the men in their lives.

Brilliant and beguiling, The Wife and the Widow 
takes you to a cliff edge and asks the question: 
how well do we really know the people we love?

The new B-Format edition of the #1 bestselling 
Australian thriller of 2019.

‘White is a master of the art of 
misdirection … he writes like a dream. 
White is clearly a rising international 
star. Prepare to be dazzled.’
- The Age

NEW
EDITION

By the same author



Gift
Publication Date: 
28 April 2020

RRP: $24.99

ISBN: 9781925972627

Hardback: 288 pages 
135 x 182

Rights: World

Nonna Knows Best

The Italian art of living well
By Jaclyn Crupi, illustrated by Felicita Sala

In Nonna Knows Best, Jaclyn Crupi celebrates 
the passion, generosity of spirit and good old- 
fashioned wisdom of nonnas and shares the 
secrets that make them so special, including 
mouth-watering recipes from la cucina della 
nonna (nonna’s kitchen), foolproof tips, sayings 
and advice for every life moment. 

Charming, entertaining and insightful, Nonna 
Knows Best is the perfect gift for anyone in need 
of a big warm Italian hug (and a container full of 
leftover pasta).

Jaclyn Crupi is a beloved 
bookseller at Hill of Content 
Bookshop in Melbourne with 
an enviable amount of nonna 
experience.

How to be Australian
By Ashley Kalagian Blunt

Ashley, an anxiety-riddled Canadian, convinces 
her career-orientated husband Steve to relocate 
to sunny Australia for a year, enticed by the 
signature ‘no worries’ approach to life.

The newlyweds move to Sydney, where Steve 
struggles to find work and Ashley fears he 
regrets both the move and the marriage. When 
Steve shockingly announces he wants to stay in 
Australia, Ashley must confront how out of place 
she feels. 

How to be Australian is an hilarious examination 
of the various quirks that make us different. 

Memoir
Publication Date: 
26 May 2020

RRP: $29.99

ISBN: 9781925972801

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

Anthology
Publication Date: 
9 June 2020

RRP: $29.99

ISBN: 9781925972818

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

Climate catastrophe, police brutality, white 
genocide, totalitarian rule and the erasure of 
black history provide the backdrop for stories 
of love, courage and hope. In this unflinching 
new anthology, eleven of Australia’s most daring 
writers of colour provide a glimpse of Australia in 
the year 2050.  

Edited by Michael Mohammed Ahmad, award-
winning author of The Lebs. Featuring Ambelin 
Kwaymullina, Claire G. Coleman, Omar Sakr, 
Future D. Fidel, Karen Wyld, Sarah Ross, Zoya 
Patel, Michelle Law and Hannah Donnelly. 
Published in partnership with Diversity Arts 
Australia and Sweatshop Literacy Movement. 

After Australia
Sweatshop Anthology



Fiction
Publication Date: 
26 May 2020

RRP: $29.99

ISBN: 9781925972634

Paperback: 288 pages 
234 x 153

Rights: World

The Application of Pressure
By Rachael Mead

Tash and Joel are career paramedics, coming to 
the rescue of Adelaide residents of every class, 
culture and age. In a job where every day can 
bring death and violence, they maintain their 
sanity through a friendship built on black humour. 
But as the daily exposure to trauma begins to 
take its toll, both, in different ways, must fight 
to preserve their mental health and relationships 
– even with each other. How much pressure can 
Tash and Joel handle, and what happens when 
they finally crack?

With each chapter revolving around an 
emergency – some frightening, some moving, 
some simply funny – The Application of Pressure 
is as tense as it is engaging. Digging beneath the 
shocking surface of gore and grit, Rachael Mead 
lays bare the humanity of emergency services 
personnel and their patients.  

Masterfully written, The Application of Pressure 
is a breathtaking and deeply humane debut novel 
that reveals not only the trauma of a life lived on 
the frontline of medicine, but also the essential, 
binding friendships that make such a life possible.

Kids titles 
this way!

Head this way 
for the 

general list!



Little Iggy doesn’t want to leave the house, but 
Grandad insists – they always have fun together.

What follows is a wonderful journey in the great 
Australian outdoors with singing birds, wallaby 
surprises, secret caterpillar messages and oodles 
of grandad humour.

Here is a story about the wonders of nature, the 
funny side of life and spending time with the 
ones we love.

A Walk in the Bush
By Gwyn Perkins

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
26 May 2020

RRP: $14.99

ISBN: 

Paperback: 32 pages 
250 x 280

Rights: World, except China

NEW
EDITION

Tricky’s Bad Day
By Alison Lester

Poor Tricky! Nothing is going right for him. Milk 
spills, pyjama buttons won’t work, his little sister 
wrecks their game, and when he tries to help out, 
everything gets worse.

Tricky’s having a very bad day!

Then Dad has an idea. Outside it’s wild, but 
there’s a lot to explore …

From Australia’s favourite picture-book creator 
comes a warm and funny story about the very 
recognisable mess, muddle and love that is the 
life of a young family – and the freedom of an 
outside adventure.

Picture Books
Publication Date: 
26 May 2020

RRP: $14.99

ISBN: 

Paperback: 32 pages 
220 x 275

Rights: World, except Turkey

NEW
EDITION

NEW
EDITION

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
26 May 2020

RRP: $14.99

ISBN: 

Paperback: 32 pages 
231 x 292

Rights: World

The Very Noisy Baby
By Alison Lester

Here is the story of a very noisy baby.

She could bellow like a buffalo  
And roar like a lion 
And howl like a wolf for a very long time.

The baby loves to make all kinds of sounds. She’s 
really very loud.

But when some animals in the town go missing, 
can the very noisy baby help?

Find out in this wonderfully boisterous story, full 
of action, fun (and noise!).



Red House, Blue House, 
Green House, Tree House!
By Jane Godwin, illustrated by Jane Reiseger

From a dynamic author-illustrator team comes 
this fresh, fun and rhythmic exploration of colour.

Bold and bright, it’s the perfect book for reading 
aloud and sharing with young children as they 
learn to identify the colours of their world.

An international favourite, Dolly Parton chose 
Red House, Blue House, Green House, Tree House 
for her Imagination Library. 

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
26 May 2020

RRP: $14.99

ISBN: 

Paperback: 32 pages 
240 x 270

Rights: World, except US

NEW
EDITION By the Billabong

By Maura Finn, illustrated by Cate James

A wisdom of wombats,

A passel of possums,

A cluster of spiders knitting socks ...

Who else might you meet on a trip to the 
billabong? From an exciting new picture-book 
partnership comes this delightful romp through a 
much-loved Australian landscape.

Sometimes it takes a fresh pair of eyes to 
appreciate the beauty and wonder around us. 
Neither author nor illustrator of By the Billabong 
were born in Australia; Maura Finn hails from 
New Zealand and Cate James is from Scotland.

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
28 April 2020

RRP: $24.99

ISBN: 9781925972474

Hardback: 32 pages 
280 x 235

Rights: World



Picture Book
Publication Date: 
31 March 2020

RRP: $19.99

ISBN: 9781925972566

Hardback: 24 pages 
210 x 290

Rights: World

There’s Only One Mum Like You
By Jess Racklyeft

Brave mums, playful mums, cuddly mums, quiet 
mums – every mum is special in her own way. 
Charming, heartfelt and delightful, There’s Only 
One Mum Like You is a tribute to the unique 
magic of mums. A new deluxe edition of the 
bestselling hardback.

NEW
EDITION

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
28 April 2020

RRP: $19.99

ISBN: 9781925972603

Hardback: 32 pages 
254 x 298

Rights: ANZ

You’re in Good Paws
By Maureen Fergus, illustrated by Kathryn Durst

Leo is a little nervous about getting his tonsils 
out – even more so when he realises he is in an 
animal hospital!

But the hospital staff take great care of Leo. He 
gets to eat ice-cream, watch TV, explore the 
hospital – and he even makes a friend! Maybe 
going to hospital isn’t so scary after all.

Your Birthday Was the BEST!
By Maggie Hutchings, illustrated by Felicita Sala

From the author of the best-selling Mermaid! 
and Unicorn! and one of the world’s hottest 
new picture-book illustrators comes the story 
of a plucky young cockroach who gatecrashes a 
birthday party – with hilarious results. 

Funny, silly and surprisingly cute, Your Birthday 
Was the BEST! is the perfect blend of downright 
gross and delightfully entertaining.

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
31 March 2020

RRP: $24.99

ISBN: 9781925972535

Hardback: 32 pages 
265 x 255

Rights: World



Picture Book
Publication Date: 
25 February 2020

RRP: $16.99

ISBN: 9781925972542

Hardback: 32 pages 
265 x 255 

Rights: World

How to be a Giraffe
By Thea Baker

Joffrey might have horns, a tail and a long 
neck, but his stripy fur is causing quite the stir. 
Everyone knows that giraffes have spots! But if 
Joffrey isn’t a giraffe, what could he be?

Lots of fun to read aloud, this charming and 
heartfelt picture book celebrates the joy of 
embracing who we are. Thea Baker, a successful 
children’s book illustrator, makes her debut with 
How to be a Giraffe.

Picture Book
Publication Date: 
28 January 2020

RRP: $19.99

ISBN: 9781925972283

Hardback: 32 pages 
280 x 240

Rights: World

Picture Book
Publication Date:  
25 February 2020

RRP: $12.99

ISBN: 9781925972481

Paperback: 32 pages 
240 x 240

Rights: World

NEW
EDITION

Cats Do Not Like Birthdays
By Nicki Greenberg

Presents! Games! Cake! Everyone loves a party, 
right?

Well, not everyone. And definitely not Kit.

THE CHAOS.

THE CHILDREN.

THE CHASEY!

It’s more than a cat can bear! All Kit wants is a 
quiet place to hide away from the noise. And 
maybe he’s not the only one . . .

I Wanted a Giant Chocolate Egg but 
All I Got Was This Stupid Book
By Merv Lamington, illustated by Makoto Koji

I wanted a giant chocolate egg but all I got was 
this stupid book. You too? I know just who’s to 
blame for this outrage. Come on, let’s go find the 
Easter Bunny…

Join an Easter egg hunt of a different kind in 
this journey from disappointment to elation. 
The perfect (non-edible*) gift for any kid who’s 
ever felt that the Easter Bunny could have done 
better.

*Note: this book is not made of chocolate. Sorry.



Puzzles & Quizzes
Publication Date: 
31 December 2019

RRP: $14.99

ISBN: 9781925972214

Paperback: 96 pages 
195 x 195

Rights: ANZ

NEW
EDITION Odd One Out

By Lauren Farnsworth

Eagle-eyed puzzle lovers, are you ready for a 
challenging spot-the-difference adventure?

Pick out the peculiar pineapple, discover the 
different donut and catch the clashing cactus in 
this fiendishly clever activity book.

Filled with funny facts to keep spotters 
entertained along the way, Odd One Out is 
guaranteed to provide hours of entertainment.

Misfits in the Wild
By Melissa Stewart, illustrated by 
Stephanie Laberis

Everyone admires animals that are big and fast 
and strong. But this book isn’t about them. Misfits 
in the Wild is about the unsung underdogs of the 
animal world that normally barely get a mention!

After reading this book, you might think twice 
before making quick judgments about the animals 
around us.

Misfits in the Wild shows that it’s not always 
the strongest, fastest or tallest that are the most 
remarkable – the real heroes are the ones that do 
the most with what they’ve got.

Non-Fiction Picture Book
Publication Date: 
28 January 2020

RRP: $19.99

ISBN: 9781925972467

Paperback: 32 pages 
263 x 238

Rights: ANZ

The Problem with Problems
By Rachel Rooney, illustrated by Zehra Hicks

Have you ever met a PROBLEM?

They can be tricky creatures.

But don’t let them trouble you, there are so many 
things you can do to send them on their way.

Bright, bold and funny, this sweet picture book 
shows readers that there are lots of ways to deal 
with pesky problems.
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The Reptile Club
By Maureen Fergus, illustrated by Elina Ellis

There are lots of clubs at Rory’s new school, but 
none seem quite right for him. He doesn’t like 
knitting, the Astronaut Club is too intimidating, 
and the Extra Maths Homework Club is no fun at 
all. So Rory decides to form his own club. Surely 
there are other kids who love reptiles as much 
as he does! But the first members of The Reptile 
Club aren’t exactly what Rory was expecting . . . 

A sweet and hilarious story about finding 
somewhere to belong, celebrating the things you 
love and finding new friends in unlikely places.
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